
Ainsworth Brass Band  

(Information from David Earnshaw and Edward Govier) 

 

The Band Hut - By David Earnshaw. 

The Band Hut in later years was located on Bradley Fold Road where the house number 54A has been 

extended.  It was a long wooden building on brick pillars about two feet above the ground. It was great 

because as kids we could play cricket in the field behind without being seen by the farmer Mr Fred 

Shepherd who would chase us. The key to our front door number 50A would open the Band Hut door 

and we would go in and try to play the instruments. 

 The Band  

From “looking back”  

 

 

 



 



Ainsworth Band 
 

By Edward Govier 

 

The band’s proper title was The Ainsworth Public Subscription Band, 

with membership of perhaps a dozen village residents, the other 

members coming from Elton, Bury and outer districts as was, and still 

is, quite usual in village bands 

 

The photo shows the Ainsworth Band in 1949, taken at St Andrew’s 

School, Radcliffe, prior to the school’s annual Sermons Procession, 

on a very wet day.  After the march, there were refreshments in the 

school hall, followed by a brief concert by the band – usually held 

outside 

 

Edward Govier is the young lad with Tenor Horn seated behind the 

drum and other recognised Ainsworth residents are Alfred 



Openshaw. Norman Govier, Ernest Tweedy, Bill Morris. George 

Rollisson, Donald Otter and Maurice Govier.  

 

 The band rehearsed in the band hut on Bradley Fold Road.   

 

The conductor in 1950 was Mr Partington of Bolton.  Villagers 

Edward and Norman Govier are seated adjacent to the conductor. 

Mr Earnest Tweedy of Greenside is pictured left of the two tubas at 

the rear.  Note the not so discrete partition in the corner, which was 

installed to hide a chemical toilet, following complaints from a 

nearby house that the bandsmen were urinating behind the Band 

Hut 

 


